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Honolulu rail Transit: Do the 
Benefits Justify the Costs?

	 There	has	been	a	recent	elevation	of 	interest	in	the	costs	

of 	the	proposed	Honolulu	rail	transit	project.		Construction	

costs	are	estimated	at	$5.5	-	$6.5	billion,	possibly	with	a	

Federal	subsidy	of 	$1.55	billion.1	Operation	and	maintenance	

costs,	extended	to	the	end	of 	2051,	will	total	roughly	$4.8-

$5.5	billion.2	What	has	not	been	determined,	however,	is	

whether	these	costs	are	warranted	by	the	expected	benefits.

	 There	are	two	primary	types	of 	benefits.	Direct	benefits	

accrue	to	rail	riders,	and	for	an	individual	may	be	large	or	

small	depending	on	preferences	and	access	to	transportation	

alternatives.		Preliminary	analysis	indicates	that	direct	

benefits	may	range	from	$10.4	to	$13.5	billion.3	Indirect	

project	benefits	to	road	users	derive	from	reduced	commuter	

traffic.	Even	though	commuter	traffic	with	rail	may	not	

decrease	significantly	from	today’s	levels,4	there	may	still	be	

benefits	from	decreasing	congestion	relative	to	the	“no	build	

alternative,”	in	which	case	traffic	might	become	substantially	

worse.5		Depending	on	the	time	costs	of 	sitting	in	traffic,	the	

proportion	of 	road	commuters	switching	to	rail,	and	how	

much	that	improves	traffic,	the	indirect	benefits	could	be	

enough	to	render	total	benefits	of 	the	rail	project	greater	than	

the	costs,	both	measured	in	present	value	terms.

	 But	let’s	take	a	closer	look.	Excluding	New	York	and	

Chicago,	average	transit	ridership	(including	bus	and	

rail)	in	the	remaining	top	50	U.S.	metropolitan	statistical	

metropolitan	areas	is	well	below	4%	and	declining,	even	in	

periods	that	included	rail	construction.6	Even	if 	Honolulu	

were	to	maintain	its	current	high	6%	level	of 	transit	ridership,	

that	would	be	inconsistent	with	a	substantial	fraction	of 	

road	commuters	switching	to	rail.	More	fundamentally,	the	

City’s	“no-build	alternative”	provides	a	false	perspective.	The	

only	reason	that	congestion-reducing	benefits	are	counted	

in	project	evaluation	is	because	drivers	impose	external	

congestion	costs	on	each	other.	Congestion	pricing,	an	

increasing	trend	in	many	parts	of 	the	U.S.,	could	potentially	

remove	this	externality	altogether,	thereby	reducing	indirect	

benefits	of 	rail	to	zero.	(The	revenue	generated	from	road	

pricing	can	be	returned	to	taxpayers	in	a	lump-sum	fashion	

so	as	not	to	burden	the	general	population	with	additional	

costs.)	Other	congestion-reducing	alternatives	would	similarly	

reduce	indirect	benefits.	In	addition,	a	complete	benefit-cost	

analysis	should	count	the	economic	losses	from	increased	

congestion	during	the	construction	period,	which	are	likely	to	

offset	any	small	indirect	future	benefits.

					 Even	if 	the	direct	and	indirect	benefits	are	too	small	

to	justify	the	costs	of 	rail,	some	argue	that	“transit	oriented	

development”	should	also	be	counted	on	the	benefit	side	of 	

the	ledger.	This	is	true	in	principle,	but	we	have	no	way	of 	

knowing	whether	those	benefits	will	be	positive	or	negative.	

Assuming	that	Hawaii	will	experience	an	economic	recovery	

Preliminary considerations suggest a high degree of uncertainty about 

whether the benefits of rail justify the costs. As the conversation about 

rail costs advances, we should continue to consider the relative size of 

the benefits.
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before	rail	construction	is	completed,	development	near	

rail	stations	will	partially	displace	development	elsewhere.		

Negative	consequences	may	include	the	gentrification	of 	

lower-income	neighborhoods	and	reduction	of 	growth	in	

the	urban	core.		Another	alleged	rail	benefit	is	the	creation	

of 	jobs.	But	proceeding	with	inefficient	projects	typically	

shrinks	the	economy,	reduces	its	growth	rate,	and	decreases	

employment.7	In	any	case,	project	jobs	are	a	cost	to	taxpayers,	

not	a	benefit.	It	has	also	been	asserted	that	Hawaii’s	growth	

rate	is	depressed	because	of 	a	low	capital	stock	and	that	

government-funded	infrastructure	will	increase	that	stock.	But	

the	present	value	of 	rail’s	capital	may	be	negative,	once	costs	

are	fully	taken	into	account.		

				 These	preliminary	considerations	suggest	a	high	degree	

of 	uncertainty	about	whether	the	benefits	of 	rail	justify	the	

costs.	As	the	conversation	about	rail	costs	advances,	we	should	

continue	to	consider	the	relative	size	of 	the	benefits.

	 --Jim	Roumasset	and	Sherilyn	Wee
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